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This is your opportunity to get all of your questions answered so we
created a process to make it easy for you to share your objective.
Get this step right and everything else falls into place - skip it and you
may be stuck with an ineffective wrap.

Your
Ideas
Discussed

Share your objective so we can make suggestions to help you
achieve it without over spending. We've been helping business with
vehicle graphics since 2002 and will help you do the same.
You benefit from new and innovative suggestions to help you accomplish your objectives.

loved the fact that Perfect Wraps specialize in commercial
“ Iwraps.
They helped me create an amazing design to promote
my business. I also liked their competitive pricing and would
recommend them to people who want professional results.

Harman Sohi

- Real Estate Agent

Check out what past customers say about working with us at:
(http://www.perfectwraps.com/customers)
You come away with:
• A clear objective for your wrap
• The style of wrap that will be required to achieve your objective
• The specific text and graphics that will be displayed on your vehicle
• The cost to wrap your vehicle
• A timeline to have your wrap designed, printed and installed
• What to expect at each stage of the process
So call (647-930-1552) or email derek@perfectwraps.com.
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This is your opportunity to share in the creative process and add your
own input. We design your graphics using a template that is an exact
replica of your vehicle. The process allows you to see exactly what your
vehicle will look like so you can make recommendations to improve.

Graphic
Design
Process

You receive a mock-up via email so you can view and share. We communicate via email and phone so this process is convenient and efficient.
It's very powerful when you see the entire vehicle and are able to see
the impact of changes before making a permanent commitment.
This is an efficient process that saves time and past customers tell us
that they enjoy it's simplicity.

“
Balazas

After meeting with Derek it was obvious that he understood what I
had in mind. I was looking for something clean and simple but
memorable for three vans. His designer created a concepts that was
perfect. Since then we have done four vans and they have been a
great resource and a pleasure to work with.
- Traditional Hardwood Flooring

By having a designer with over 10 years experience designing wraps and hands on experience installing wraps we are able to create wraps that look great when installed.
You may check out some of our past designs at:
(http://www.perfectwraps.com/vehicle-wrap-images)
Check out what past customers say about our designs at:
(http://www.perfectwraps.com/customers)
To discuss your design please call (647-930-1552) or email (derek@perfectwraps.com).
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Once you understand our process you will be better prepared to evaluate
other companies.
Step 1. - An attractive wraps starts with the graphics preparation. We use
Adobe Illustrator and high resolution images so your print look sharp. Our
layout system allows us to produce wraps that look seamless.

Creating
Your
Wrap

Contour-cutting lettering enable us to aligned accurately during installation.
Step 2. - Printing at the highest resolution and slower speeds on quality 3M
Vehicle Graphics Vinyl guarantees that your wrap will look stunning for many
years.

“
Alan Jones

Wrapping my van resulted in at least six jobs over the past 45 days so it
turned out to be a smart investment. I felt comfortable with the PerfectWraps team because they were very helpful throughout the entire process and I was surprised how quickly everything came together.

- DC Shutters

Step 3. - After drying for 48 hrs to allow any gases to escape, the graphics are then laminated
to protect the print. We use 3M Laminate to reduce shrinkage over time.
Step 4. - Text and logos are contour cut and prepared for installation so the may be accurately
placed.
The FOUR-STEPS above have allowed us to produce stunning graphics that look great for
many years.
Check out what past customers say about their wraps:
(http://www.perfectwraps.com/customers)
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There are two important components in creating a wrap that last.
First we use special solvents to remove dirt and grease so your vinyl
does not lift prematurely. In some cases we apply a primer in areas of
concern to make sure that the vinyl does not lift prematurely.

Installing
Your
Wrap

The second step is to make sure that the wrap is installed by a qualified
installers. Our installers have over two decades of experience wrapping
vehicles and working with the 3M vinyl.
To make sure your wrap last a long time we take the following steps:
• Thorough cleaning and preparation
• Minimize the stretching of the vinyl to avoid shrinkage
• Seal the edges to prevent lifting

“
Daniel Guja

I had a wrap designed by an agency for my pickup. I shared the mockup
with Derek and he confirmed that they could replicate the design, print
and install my wrap in Stoney Creek. I was impressed with the quality of
the print and installation and have had lots of complements. I am now
having Perfect Wraps design my trailer and second pickup.
- Fine Lawn Care

You too can help to prolong the life of your wrap by:
1. Cleaning it thoroughly before dropping off.
2. Avoid washing for at least two weeks after installation.
3. Minimize the use of pressure washes in the future.
Check out what past customers say about their wraps:
(http://www.perfectwraps.com/customers)
To get started please call (647-930-1552) or
email (derek@perfectwraps.com).
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It is difficult to tell how long it will take to remove your wrap.
Here's why.
Different types of vinyl remove differently. Laminated Cast 3M vehicle
vinyl is the easiest to remove but is the most expensive ... so companies
use lower cost vinyl that is difficult to remove and leaves a residue.

Graphics
Removal

They look the same and it is difficult to identify once installed.
Some installers apply primer on their wraps to prevent lifting which
makes it difficult to remove. Even when the vinyl is removed the sticky
primer stays on the vehicle and requires a special solvents to clean. Unfortunately it's not possible to anticipate until you start removing the wrap.

“
Mansur

I was looking for a company to wrap four vans and a trailer and wanted the
design to associate two different companies. Derek suggested ways to
accomplish this. We are now incorporating the concept into all of our other
marketing. The Perfect Wraps team were very flexible installing on weekend. We will be using them to wrap four more vehicles in the spring.
- Green Again Irrigation

Some lettering can be extremely difficult to remove especially if it's been on the vehicle for a
while. In some cases it requires a special rubber wheel tool and many hours to strip.
Removing vinyl from a vehicle can damage your paint. Too much heat can result in residue and
not enough can cause the paint to lift - so it is important to have it removed by a professional.
Cleaning the residue can take longer than removing the wrap - even with the right solvents.
We use a special 3-step-process to reduce the chance of damaging your paint.
Contact us at 647-930-1552 or use the “removal request form” to get a quote.
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